A canonical correlation method for determining the homogeneous regions used for estimating flood characteristics of ungauged basins is described. The method emphasizes graphical and quantitative analysis of relationships between the basin and flood variables before the data of the gauged basins are used for estimating the flood variables of the ungauged basin. The method can be used for both homogeneous regions, determined a priori by clustering algorithms in the space of the flood-related canonical variables, as well as for "regions of influence" or "neighbourhoods" centred on the point representing the estimated location of the ungauged basin in that space.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to describe the use of canonical correlation for determining the basin-centred homogeneous region or neighbourhood of an ungauged basin for the purpose of estimating the distribution characteristics of its maximum annual floods. The proposed method is applied to the basins of the province of Ontario, Canada, one of which is considered ungauged. The emphasis is on the development of statistical methodology. A complete study of the flood hydrology of an ungauged basin requires, in addition to the statistical analysis, a detailed investigation of the climatology, meteorology, and geomorphology of the basin and its geographical environment.
In a recent intercomparison study (GREHYS, 1996a,b) the following methods of * Visiting Professor at INRS-Eau.
Open for discussion until 1 February 2002 determining homogeneous regions for flood estimation were compared for the basins of the Canadian provinces of Ontario and Quebec: correspondence analysis, hierarchical clustering, canonical correlation and L-moments. The study concludes that "the specific use of the canonical correlation technique yielded the best results for the delineation of homogeneous regions.
THE CANONICAL CORRELATION METHOD
The basic idea of the method is indicated in Fig. 1 . Starting from the data matrices X and Q of the basin-related and flood-related variables of a set of gauged basins, the canonical correlation coefficients n, ri, etc. and the two matrices V and W of the corresponding canonical variables are computed. The next step is to represent the basins as points in the spaces of the pairs of uncorrelated canonical variables and examine the similarity of the point patterns in these spaces, i.e. the capability of basinrelated variables to represent flood-related variables. If the point patterns are sufficiently similar, one may proceed to identify homogeneous sub-regions in the space of the flood-related canonical variables. At this point, there are two alternatives: if there are well defined clusters, a number of fixed homogeneous sub-regions is delineated, the ungauged basin is classified in one of the homogeneous sub-regions, according to its coordinates in the space of the flood-related canonical variables computed from the corresponding coordinates in the space of the basin-related canonical variables, and the basins of this sub-region are used to estimate its flood characteristics. In the absence of clusters, the computed point in the space of the flood-related canonical variables is used as a centre of a hydrological neighbourhood, the basins of which are used for the estimation of the flood characteristics of the ungauged basin. The first of the above alternatives is discussed in Cavadias (1989) and the second in Cavadias (1990) , Ribeiro-Correa et al. (1995) and in Ouarda et al. (2000) . The present paper describes in more detail the hydrological and statistical aspects of the second alternative, i.e. the delineation of the hydrological neighbourhood of an ungauged basin.
Complete details of the work presented herein are available in Cavadias et al. (2001) . The method is applied in three steps: (a) Analysis of gauged basins with the purpose of determining whether the chosen basin variables provide sufficient information for the estimation of the flood characteristics of the ungauged basin. This paper deals mainly with the first two steps: although the canonical correlation method can also be used for the third step, the intercomparison of methods of flood estimation carried out by the Groupe de Recherche en Hydrologie Statistique (GREHYS, 1996b) showed that the canonical correlation method is the most efficient for the first two steps.
The following paragraphs describe in more detail the computational steps of the estimation of the flood distribution quantiles of the ungauged basin.
Stepl 1. Selection of the geographical, physiographical and meteorological basin variables (JCI, ..., x p ) and the flood-related variables (q\,..., q m ) (e.g. quantiles of the distribution of maximum floods) where usually p>m. The selection is based on hydrological considerations and data availability. The selected variables should be transformed to normality. 2. Calculation of the canonical correlation coefficients ri(v u w\), r 2 (v 2 , w{) etc. and the two sets of canonical variables (vi,..., v,") and (w\,..., w,") . 3. Examination of the corresponding point patterns in the pairs of scatter diagrams [(vi, V2) , (w\, W2)], [(vi, v 3 ), (w\, w 3 )] etc. for determining whether there are clusters of points or outliers and whether the corresponding point patterns are similar (Fig. 2) . The similarity of the patterns is related to the significance of the canonical correlation coefficients (If r\ = r 2 = ... = r,"= 1, the patterns are identical). The significance of the canonical correlation coefficients is determined by Bartlett's test (e.g. Green, 1978) . The adequacy of the basin variables for estimating the flood variables can be tested in the following way (Cavadias, 1995) : in addition to the values of the floodrelated canonical variables (w>i, ..., w m ) computed as linear combinations of the flood variables, the canonical variables {w x ,---, w m ) are estimated using the simple regressions on the corresponding variables (vi, ..., v m ) and for each basin B t the "error vectors" B j B i are plotted (Fig. 3) . The vector B i B i represents the difference between the local (8,) and the regional ( B t ) estimation of the location of the rth basin in the space (w\, ..., w m ). A study of the lengths and directions of the error vectors for all basins B t (i = 1, 2, ..., ri) enables the user to discover outliers and local patterns and relate them to the causative factors of the annual floods.
Corresponding error vectors can also be computed in the space (q\, ..., q m ) of the original flood-related variables in which they can be interpreted directly (Fig. 3) .
The error vectors are also useful in the case of a combination of local and regional estimates (Kuczera, 1982; Bemier, 1992; Ouarda et ah, 1997) . The combined estimate is represented by a point on the error vector that lies between the points B t and B t and its location depends on the respective variances of the regional and local estimates. If the analysis of the previous paragraph provides a satisfactory estimation of the maximum floods of the gauged basins, it is useful to determine the proportions of the variances of the variables (q\,..., q m ) that can be explained by the basin variables (x\,..., x p ) and the relative importance of various sub-groups of geographical, physiographical and meteorological variables. This is accomplished by an analysis of the structure correlation matrices, i.e. the matrices of the correlation coefficients of the original and canonical variables and the study of the "redundancy indices" proposed by Stewart & Love (1968) .
It is also important to examine the stability of the canonical correlation coefficients and the coefficients of the canonical variables. This is achieved by either subdividing the group of gauged basins into two or more sub-groups and repeating the computations for each sub-group or by using the jack-knife method (e.g. Mosteller & Tukey 1977) which has the advantage of providing approximate confidence intervals for the estimated coefficients.
Step 2 The Mahalanobis distance metric is a generalization of the Euclidean distance adjusted to take into account the correlations between the variables (Green, 1978) . Other metrics could also be used. (b) Sorting of the variables M{i) in descending order and determining a sequence of neighbourhoods of diminishing size by eliminating in turn the most distant basin. These neighbourhoods become progressively more homogeneous and consist of basins more similar to the ungauged basin which is at the centre of the neighbourhoods. A simple measure of homogeneity of a neighbourhood is the standard deviation of the basin and flood variables after a normalizing transformation. More elaborate homogeneity tests have been proposed in the literature (Wiltshire, 1986 , Chowdhury et al, 1991 .
A set of tests based on the three L-moments (L-Cv, L-Cs and L-Kurtosis) of the distributions of the maximum annual floods of each basin B t of the neighbourhood was proposed by Hosking & Wallis (1993) . These tests were used in the inter-comparison study of flood frequency procedures (GREHYS 1996b) mentioned previously. (c) The best neighbourhood is chosen on the basis of the minimum size of the prediction intervals for the flood variables of the ungauged basin, computed from the multiple regressions of the flood variables on the basin variables for each neighbourhood. This statistical procedure for choosing the best neighbourhood must be supplemented by an examination of all relevant physical factors to ensure that the chosen neighbourhood makes hydrological sense and is not just an artefact of the statistical calculations.
Step 3
Several methods of estimation of the flood characteristics of an ungauged basin using the data of the basins of its neighbourhood have been reviewed and compared (GREHYS 1996a,b) . The comparison of estimation methods is beyond the scope of this paper and therefore, in the example given in a later section, the flood variables of the ungauged basin are estimated using the linear regressions on the basin variables of the best neighbourhood.
APPLICATION
The canonical correlation method is applied to the estimation of the maximum annual floods of the Province of Ontario in Canada. The locations of the 106 basins are shown in Fig. 4 . Basin 46 is considered as ungauged and the remaining 105 basins are used to estimate its flood variables. The basin and flood variables are given in Table 1 .
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to examine the normality of the transformed variables. The results showed that the normality assumption cannot be rejected, except for the variable LUSLM which has many equal values corresponding to SLM= 0.
The (105 x 5) matrix of the basin variables and the (105 x 2) matrix of the flood variables are formed and the canonical correlation computations are carried out based on the 105 gauged basins. The resulting canonical correlation coefficients r\ = 0.96 and r2 = 0.33 are both significant at the 5% level according to Bartlett's test. station *•'. fcft^ The scatter diagrams of the two pairs of canonical variables (v u v 2 ) and (w u w 2 ) are shown in Figs 5 and 6 respectively. An examination of these diagrams shows that: (a) the locations of points corresponding to the same basin in the two diagrams are approximately similar; and (b) there are no clearly defined clusters of points and, consequently, the basin-centred homogeneous region (neighbourhood) approach is more appropriate for this problem. An examination of the structure correlation matrices (see Cavadias et al, 2001) shows that, as expected, the correlations of the canonical variables v\ and w\ with the basin and flood variables are higher than those of the canonical variables v 2 and w 2 . The squares of the structure correlation coefficients are used for the computation of the (Fig. 7) . These distances are used to form a sequence of neighbourhoods of diminishing sizes by consecutive omission of the basin with maximum M(i). These neighbourhoods have increasing homogeneity as indicated by the decreasing standard deviations of the flood variables LUQ2 and LUQ1002 (Fig. 8) . The estimated values of these variables, as well as the corresponding 95% prediction intervals, are plotted against the size of the neighbourhood in Figs 9 and 10. These figures indicate that the minimum value of these intervals corresponds to a neighbourhood of 20 basins, which is then used for the estimation of the flood variables of the ungauged basin 46. The multiple correlation coefficients for neighbourhoods with 17 or fewer basins are not significant.
The canonical correlations for the 20-basin neighbourhood are r x = 0.87 and r 2 = 0.65 and their significance levels are respectively 0.001 and 0.1. The structure correlation matrices for 20 basins are presented in Cavadias et al. (2001) . The overall redundancy index is R q / V = 0.555, i.e. slightly higher than the redundancy index corresponding to 105 basins. Since x = 2.53 for the most distant basin, the 20-basin neighbourhood corresponds to a 63% confidence region. The F-test, which is appropriate in the case of estimated covariance matrix, results in a confidence region of 65% .  Tables 2 and 3 present, respectively, a comparison of the means and standard deviations of all basin and flood variables and the results of the multiple regressions of the flood on the basin variables, for the neighbourhoods of 105 and 20 basins. An examination of these statistics shows that the standard deviations of all basin and flood variables except for the basin variable PTMA are smaller for the 20-basin neighbour- hood than for the initial 105-basin neighbourhood. Although the adjusted squared correlation coefficient R 2 of the basin variable LUQ2 is smaller for 20 basins than for 105 basins, the corresponding prediction interval is smaller because of the smaller standard deviation of LUQ2 for this neighbourhood. Thus, the 20-basin neighbourhood is more satisfactory for estimating the flood variables of the ungauged basin 46 because it is more homogeneous. Figures 11 and 12 show the error vectors for the 20-basin neighbourhood in the spaces (wi, w 2 ) and (Q2, Q1002) respectively. The latter diagram whose axes are in the original units of the flood variables gives an intuitive picture of the performance of the canonical correlation method. These two diagrams must be studied in detail to discover the reasons for the different lengths and directions of the error vectors for the different gauged basins of the neighbourhood. Figure 13 shows the geographical locations of the basins of the 20-basin neighbourhood. The fact that four basins of north-western Ontario are grouped with basins of south-western Ontario requires further hydrological analysis.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The most important features of the canonical correlation method are: 1. Before proceeding to the estimation of the flood characteristics of the ungauged basin, it includes a detailed study of the relationships between the basin and flood variables of the gauged basins to ensure that the latter variables can be estimated from the former. Wi Fig. 11 Error vector diagram in the space (w,, w 2 ) for the 20-basin neighbourhood. 2. The homogeneous region used for the estimation is determined in the canonical space of the flood variables which is based on the relationships between the basin and the flood variables.
